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Determine whether each object is shaped like a cone, cylinder, rectangular prism, cube, or pyramid.1st and 2nd GradesLook around the classroom and try to find a sphere, cube, rectangular prism, and a cylinder.1st and 2nd GradesSolid Shapes Cootie CatcherCut and fold this origami cootie catcher (a.k.a. fortune teller) game. Play the game to
review the names of solid shapes.1st through 3rd GradesFoldable Solid Shapes (Nets)Cut out and fold the decahedron, or ten-sided solid shape. It's perfect as a ten-sided die for classroom games too!2nd and 3rd Grades Copyright © 2021 K5 Learning This enormous collection of 3D shapes worksheets opens kids to the exciting world of shapes, sparks
a hunger for experimentation, making it a great choice for kindergarten through high school students. Anchor charts, cheat sheets, flashcards, exercises to identify and label the solid shapes, compare and analyze 2D and 3D shapes, learn their distinct attributes, movements, combine them to construct new shapes, comprehend nets and cross sections
of solid figures, and rotating 2D shapes to make 3D shapes - you name it and we have it. Try introducing your learners to the free worksheets and see which ones click. 3D Shapes Charts 3D shapes charts create a fantastic opportunity and are an invitation to learn everything about solid shapes, their attributes, their real-life representations, and much
more. They go hand-in-hand supplementing teaching and strengthening concepts. Identifying 3D Shapes Fuel the learning of kindergarten, grade 1, grade 2, and grade 3 kids with these printable identifying and labeling 3D shapes worksheets. Kids recognize 3-dimensional shapes and enhance their descriptive shape vocabulary and spellings. 3D
Shapes in Real-Life Lure your little observers with real-life examples and help them expand horizons. Task kids to explore and find 3D shapes in real-world, figure out the solid shape in objects around in a series of exercises. Roll, Slide, and Stack Occupy kids with amazing hands-on experiments and stimulate them to investigate the movements of
each 3D shape. Kids of kindergarten, 1st grade, 2nd grade test if each shape in these pdf worksheets can roll, slide or/and stack and record their findings. Composing 3D Shapes Watch how young engineers begin identifying the 3D figures that are combined to construct the composite shape and decompose the composite shape to figure out the
common 3D shapes as they work their way through these printable worksheets. Faces, Vertices, and Edges of Solids With fun and learning in equal measure, we came up trumps with these faces, vertices, and edges exercises help young learners of 1st grade through 5th grade differentiate one 3D shape from the other by familiarizing them with the
distinct properties. Analyze and Compare 2D and 3D Shapes Serving as an excellent bridge between solid and plane shapes these analyze and compare 2D and 3D shapes pdfs are sure to help kids visualize 2D faces on 3D shapes, compare their properties, sort them and do much more. Nets of 3D Shapes Students of grade 4 through grade 8 batten
down the hatches and prepare for a raging storm of exercise in these nets of 3D shapes worksheets. Identifying the 2D nets of flattened 3D shapes and figuring out the 3-dimensional shape resulting from a folded net are the two essential skills emphasized in these handouts. Front, Top, and Side Views What better way to comprehend different
perspectives of solid shapes- front, top, and side views. Visualizing 3D shapes and identifying the 2D orthographic projection of each by drawing, matching, etc., are what students of grade 5 and above are expected to do. Cross Sections of 3D Shapes Whatever you’re looking for in this pack – whether it is slicing solid shapes to make 2D shapes or
rotating 2D shapes to make 3D shapes these printable cross sections of 3D shapes for grade 6, grade 7 and grade 8 students fit the bill. Volume of 3D Shapes Get students geared up to calculate the volume of solids such as cubes, cones, prisms, pyramids, cylinders, spheres, hemispheres, L-blocks, mixed and composite shapes encompassed in these
pdfs. Surface Area of 3D Shapes Channelize your middle and high school students' practice with this well-organized collection of surface area worksheets involving counting unit squares, computing the SA of 3D figures with varied levels of difficulty. Sample Worksheets Identifying Complementary, Supplementary, Vertical, and Adjacent
AnglesIdentifying Complementary, Supplementary, Vertical, and Adjacent AnglesDeepen students' understanding of complementary, supplementary, vertical, and adjacent angles with this seventh-grade geometry worksheet!Page 2Make it Match: Butterfly SymmetryMake it Match: Butterfly SymmetryBring geometry to life for your young ones with
this butterfly symmetry activity that doubles as a coloring page! Your students will love learning all about extending patterns and matching shapes as they make their very own symmetrical butterflies!Page 33-D Shapes: Fill in the Table3-D Shapes: Fill in the TableNeed a refresher course on 3-d shapes? Kids finish the table by labeling or drawing
each shape, then write how many faces, sides, and vertices each one has.Page 43D Shapes to Life3D Shapes to LifeThis worksheet brings 3D shapes to life, including a sphere, cube, cone and cylinder!Page 5Cutting Circles: Build a SnowmanCutting Circles: Build a SnowmanChildren will build, decorate, and name their own snowman from three
circles in this appealing winter shapes worksheet.Page 6The ShapeshifterKids will love practicing basic shapes with this whimsical story.Page 7Geometry 1Geometry 1Geometry at the preschool level involves identifying shapes and learning positional words. This guided lesson goes over these key concepts and vocabulary words, including top, bottom,
up, down, in front of, behind, over, under and next to. Because geometry is one of the more visual math disciplines, it offers a chance for kids to build a fun, vibrant association with the subject of math.Page 83D Shapes to Life3D Shapes to LifeThis worksheet brings 3D shapes to life, including a sphere, cube, cone and cylinder!Page 9Craft a Simple
Stick SledCraft a Simple Stick SledReuse old cardboard boxes and popsicle sticks to create a miniature sled that is perfect for pretend play with dolls or action figures.Page 10Make Art Like Mary BlairMake Art Like Mary BlairReinforce your child’s understanding of geometry and 2D shapes while learning about the artist Mary Blair and her amazing
contributions to many loved movies, books, and characters throughout her career.Page 11Shapes HopperYour kid will compare and contrast shapes in this fun, mud-filled game.Page 12Preschool Shapes SongPreschool Shapes SongShapes all around! Kids learn basic preschool shapes with this sweet song.Page 13Geometry 1Geometry 1Geometry at
the preschool level involves identifying shapes and learning positional words. This guided lesson goes over these key concepts and vocabulary words, including top, bottom, up, down, in front of, behind, over, under and next to. Because geometry is one of the more visual math disciplines, it offers a chance for kids to build a fun, vibrant association
with the subject of math.Page 14Geometry 3Geometry 3First grade geometry covers basic shapes, as well as an introduction to 3D shapes. Our team of curriculum experts designed the following guided lesson, which provides an overview of first grade geometric concepts and gives kids lots of opportunities for practice. If your child needs more
support in a different format, check out the suggested first grade geometry worksheets.Page 15Geometry 3Geometry 3First grade geometry covers basic shapes, as well as an introduction to 3D shapes. Our team of curriculum experts designed the following guided lesson, which provides an overview of first grade geometric concepts and gives kids
lots of opportunities for practice. If your child needs more support in a different format, check out the suggested first grade geometry worksheets.Page 16Geometry 4Geometry 4This guided geometry lesson takes second graders on an exploration of 2D and 3D shapes. Kids will learn how to sort shapes, as well as partition them into halves, quarters
and thirds. Tangrams are also featured within the exercise in order to give kids practical ways of practicing their new geometry skills. For more printable practice, try the geometry worksheets recommended by our curriculum advisors to accompany this lesson.Page 17Geometry 4Geometry 4This guided geometry lesson takes second graders on an
exploration of 2D and 3D shapes. Kids will learn how to sort shapes, as well as partition them into halves, quarters and thirds. Tangrams are also featured within the exercise in order to give kids practical ways of practicing their new geometry skills. For more printable practice, try the geometry worksheets recommended by our curriculum advisors
to accompany this lesson.Page 18Geometry 5Geometry 5Geometry in third grade introduces kids to the idea that shapes have different categories (rectangles, rhombuses, etc..) attributes (four-sided, etc...) and areas of different values. This lesson, designed by our curriculum experts, provides the guided instruction and practice that third graders
need to conceptualize shapes in a deeper way. For more practice, download and print the third grade geometry worksheets recommended as part of this lesson.Page 19Fractions 4Fractions 4Students are going to take a deeper dive into fractions in this unit! Learners will apply previous understanding of finding equivalent fractions, and converting
between fractions and mixed numbers to work with fractions in more complex ways. Students will continue to use visual models to learn and practice adding, subtracting, multiplying and dividing fractions.Page 20Fifth Grade Fall Review Packet - Week 3Fifth Grade Fall Review Packet - Week 3Help learners gear up for a new year with this Fifth Grade
Fall Review Packet - Week 3, complete with 5 days of activities in math, reading, writing, science, and social studies.5th gradeReading & WritingPage 21Find the Surface Area: CubeFind the Surface Area: CubeOnce your fifth grader has mastered the basics, it's time to start finding the surface areas of 3-D shapes--like cubes.Page 22Geometry
3Geometry 3First grade geometry covers basic shapes, as well as an introduction to 3D shapes. Our team of curriculum experts designed the following guided lesson, which provides an overview of first grade geometric concepts and gives kids lots of opportunities for practice. If your child needs more support in a different format, check out the
suggested first grade geometry worksheets.Page 23Geometry 3Geometry 3First grade geometry covers basic shapes, as well as an introduction to 3D shapes. Our team of curriculum experts designed the following guided lesson, which provides an overview of first grade geometric concepts and gives kids lots of opportunities for practice. If your child
needs more support in a different format, check out the suggested first grade geometry worksheets.Page 24Graph My DesignGraph My DesignGeometry meets data in this fun lesson! Students will build a design using pattern blocks and then graph the number of each shape used. This scaffolded EL lesson can be used alone or alongside Graphing
Colored Counters.Page 25Graph My DesignGraph My DesignGeometry meets data in this fun lesson! Students will build a design using pattern blocks and then graph the number of each shape used. This scaffolded EL lesson can be used alone or alongside Graphing Colored Counters.Page 26Graph My DesignGraph My DesignGeometry meets data in
this fun lesson! Students will build a design using pattern blocks and then graph the number of each shape used. This scaffolded EL lesson can be used alone or alongside Graphing Colored Counters.
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